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Into games he entered with zest, but without pretension. While
he enjoyed some which depend, like chess, on pure skill, and some
which depend on pure chance, he felt less relish for those in which
skill and chance are wedded, and his inclination was to reduce them
to an entirely speculative footing. His bridge, for instance, was a
shameless, if heroic, gamble with destiny No one who has witnessed
it will forget the relentless incaution of his bidding, which he would
force up to any level needed to ensure his playing the hand. If the
result was favourable he would acclaim it as the reward of serpentine
strategy : if, as often happened, it was adverse, his partner was left
to draw what consolation he could from the standard formula, " We
had to do it: they would have gone out." Margot, whose bridge
was serious, found protest unavailing and ultimately, to the great
relief of both, he was exiled to a " bad " table where, sitting happily
below the salt, in an atmosphere of low stakes and general levity,
he could indulge his peculiar bent without qualm or scruple ; though
in truth little of either had been apparent before.
Golf was perhaps his favourite pastime. On the links his prowess
with the putter could not always compensate for an indifferent game
through the green, though here want of length was within limits
eked out by guile. Thus while he frequently failed to carry the
hazard designed to catch a short player's tee shot, his groundling
drive would as often as not pick its way with pawky delicacy across
the narrow isthmus of land connecting two bunkers- These little
necks of land he called cols du coup manquS, and was believed
deliberately to aim at as an insurance against the worst. Sometimes
the plan miscarried by inches : in less favourable cases the ball made
a bee line for the bunker and lodged there. His comment in both
cases was the same : " Just caught." His style and swing were
characteristically his own, and could be recognised a quarter of a
mile off. There was no mistaking the slow measured oscillation
from foot to foot, settling gradually down into a ponderous equipoise:
the succeeding second or two of concentration and suspended move-
ment, terminated by a tremor of the left knee ; the lurch of the head
as it bowed over the final swoop of the club before straightening to
contemplate the result. He preferred an unhurried round which left
time for conversational interchanges between strokes: and given
an opponent familiar with the classics, he enjoyed few things more
than to bandy and cap Latin quotations germane to the varying
fortunes of the game. It was on the golf course, too, that he was
wont to hatch Latin versions of the latest mot or indiscretion of a
Cabinet colleague. One of these recur to memory, emitted at

